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- News from around the world -
The most prominent revolutionary factions affiliated under the Southern Command in Deraa issued a statement confirming the complete boycott Jabhat al Nusra, and to oppose any form of cooperation or coordination with them military or at the level of the political thoughts.

According to the united statement of those factions it states that they "We refuse or reject any cooperation or rapprochement with Jabhat al Nusra on a military level as well as on the level of political thoughts, or with any Takfiri thoughts adopted by groups within the Syrian Revolution. We consider that the southern front factions is the only military component representative of the Syrian people in the south".

It is noteworthy that the factions that issued this statement was the "First Army", the "Fallujah Hawran Brigade", and "Saif al-Sham Brigades", the "Army of Yarmouk", the "First Legion", and the "Dawn of Islam"
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